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NORTH ASIA M&A: TOWARDS
TECHNOLOGICAL CONVERGENCE
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INBOUND M&A: INTEREST
SHIFTING SOUTH?
Foreign inbound M&A continued its twoyear decline as the year closed. In total,
acquirers based outside the sub-region
completed only US$35bn in inbound
deals (180 transactions) compared to
US$41bn (190 transactions) the previous
year, declines of 15% in value terms and
5% by volume.

CHINA
While Chinese deal volume and value
declined year on year, the country
continues to be the driving force behind
M&A in North Asia, albeit mostly by
those in the local market. Domestic
deals are being driven by an ongoing
government-led restructuring program
among key state-owned enterprises.
Wuhan Iron & Steel Group merged
with Baosteel Group in a US$8.7bn
combination, a move in response to
the government’s policy of tackling
overcapacity in the country’s iron and
steel sector. Inbound transactions, while
undergoing a noticeable drop off since
2015, could see a comeback in 2017 as
new rules come into force, making it
easier for foreign buyers to enter the
market and tap into China’s high-growth
consumer space.

The drop off reflects an ongoing trend
as foreign investment changes course
in Asia from north to south. From 2015
to 2016, South Asia saw inbound values
increase from US$14.3bn to US$25.9bn.
North Asia, while still receiving more
total investment, saw similar inbound

In the tech space, Didi Chuxing, the
Chinese mobile taxi booking service,
announced plans to acquire Uber China in
a deal valued at US$7bn. The deal follows
a previous merger between Didi (at the
time known as Didi Dache) and Kuaidi,
another ride hailing service, in early 2015.
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deal dollars decline from US$35.3bn to
US$32.8bn. In deal terms, North Asia
has already fallen behind South Asia,
with 132 and 142 deals respectively.
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Five years of roaring M&A growth may
finally have found its ceiling as deal
totals for acquisitions across Asia
settle into more modest territory. At the
close of 2016, regional deal value had
dipped sharply from US$984bn in 2015
to US$732bn, a year-on-year decline of
26%, with a less noticeable drop of 0.3%
in deal volume terms. Similar declining
deal figures have become a feature of
the key economies in North Asia (China,
Hong Kong, Macau, South Korea, Japan,
Mongolia and Taiwan) as the market
begins to steadily rebalance toward
more sustainable levels.
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Globally, China’s outbound acquisition
push has reached new heights with 372
deals valued at US$208bn, an increase
of 120% in deal value and 19% in deal
volume. The previous record was in 2015
when Chinese companies completed 312
deals worth US$94.4bn. China National
Chemical Corporation’s US$45bn bid
for Switzerland-based biotech company
Syngenta, the largest such cross-border
transaction for a Chinese buyer, was the
dominant deal behind these totals.

NORTH ASIA: 2016 M&A SNAPSHOT
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NORTH ASIA M&A DEAL FLOWS (DOMESTIC & CROSS-BORDER)

DEAL VOLUME
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Hong Kong
2015
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China’s deal value as a percentage
of total North Asia M&A

59.2bn

US$

Total private equity buyout value (in 226 deals)
in North Asia in 2016. While a decline in
year-on-year value from US$62.4bn in 2015,
transactional volume increased from 181
deals that year.

INTERVIEW

NORTH ASIA M&A:
CONVERGENCE AND CONSOLIDATION
Marshall Nicholson, Managing Director
and Head of Equity Capital Markets at Nomura’s
Asia ex-Japan Investment Banking Division,
shares observations on regional M&A trends and
insights on charting a path towards deal success.
HOW WILL NORTH ASIA’S M&A LANDSCAPE
LOOK IN 2017?
Technological convergence is the name of the game for North
Asia M&A in 2017, on the back of a global push towards
technology-driven growth. In the face of heightened domestic
competition, businesses across various industries in the region
are ramping up their competitiveness. To this end, they are
acquiring or merging with technology-oriented businesses that
would give them the know-how or intellectual property they
need to edge ahead of the competition.
Given this, North Asia M&A is likely to be not so much
transformational, but more geared towards cross-sector
technological convergences. This is likely to give rise to
increased fundraising and more robust deal activity in
technology-led hybrid industries such as fintech. In China,
businesses facing domestic and international competition
are likely to continue acquiring advanced technology from
developed markets abroad for application at home. In Japan,
first-class businesses are seeking expansion into offshore
markets for their world-class technological exports.
When deploying capital for M&A, investors in the region are
likely to look first to their nearest neighbours, given that
the economic fundamentals in North Asia are generally
stronger than many emerging market alternatives. As such,
intra-regional M&A is likely to become a major trend, with
countries in the region reaching out to nearby markets for the
technology and growth needed at home.
WHAT ROLE WILL CHINA PLAY IN THE REGION’S
DEAL ACTIVITY?
In spite of a slowing domestic economy, China’s outbound
investment amounted to almost US$200bn in 2016. The
Chinese government has begun tightening regulatory
scrutiny and approvals on outbound transactions, but the
market is still likely to see its M&A deals go through, given
that the government’s concerns are focused on questionable
mega transactions leaving the country.
With China bowing out of the challenge for the lowest cost
manufacturing as it undergoes internal restructuring and
moves up the value-add chain, numerous industries are likely
to see keener domestic competition. We are seeing a trend
towards domestic M&A driven by industry consolidation as
the heavier industries in the country become too fragmented,
with many legacy assets and businesses either needing to
achieve scale or becoming out of date. With fresh opportunities
arising from a burgeoning consumer class and its relaxation
of its one-child policy last year, the question for China is how
additional growth can be achieved when things are slowing
down, which is also a current global concern.
WHAT ISSUES TODAY TYPICALLY PREVENT DEALS FROM
BEING COMPLETED?
In doing the deal, there are three main issues that
could result in deal failure. The first is regulatory uncertainty
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and risk, which stems from the question of whether all
parties to the deal are likely to get the necessary approvals
by the government(s) concerned. A bidder may be offering
the highest price, but if there is no approval from the home
country or entering market due to protectionism or other
concerns, the deal then becomes unviable.
The second issue relates to the types of financing available,
which boils down to whether the price is going to be approved
and whether the buyer can finance it. This usually poses less
of a problem but occupies the top of the agenda.

The digital accessibility of VDRs
enables a tighter and more efficient
process by allowing more potential players
to gain access in a shorter timeframe,
eliminating time and cost issues relating
to physical proximity.
The third issue surrounds the due diligence process.
As doing business becomes increasingly complex, the key
question is whether you are comfortable with who you are
buying from, which comes down to the individuals or families
running the business and the level of confidentiality around
the business.
Apart from these issues, leaked deals tend to result in buyers
having to pay a premium, and there is also often paranoia
over losing a deal to a larger competitor if one does not close
quickly enough. Moreover, currency movements can also
change the outcome of a deal, so parties to a deal need to
hedge themselves to the deal currency to mitigate currency
risk. In general, dealmakers need to anticipate and de-risk
transactions by having the right parties in the deal, as well
as by hedging and removing risk where they can.
WHAT IS THE MOST IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION WHEN
PREPARING FOR THE DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS? WHAT
ARE THE KEY DRIVERS FOR USING TECHNOLOGY AS PART
OF THE PROCESS?
Presenting an organised and comprehensive set of requisite
and relevant documents is crucial to the due diligence
process in M&A. To this end, the usage of virtual data
rooms (VDRs) gives potential buyers the comfort of being
able to see the logical setup of where the M&A process is
going to start, especially as buyers are not always prepared
for what the asset may look like. The digital accessibility
of VDRs enables a tighter and more efficient process by
allowing more potential players to gain access in a shorter
timeframe, eliminating time and cost issues relating to
physical proximity. This is desirable as the due diligence
process needs to be completed within a reasonable
timeframe before market conditions change. In this sense,
VDRs provide potential buyers with the information they
need to make the right assessment. The more organised
the documents, the more the process can move ahead in
a structured pace and manner.
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TOP THREE NORTH ASIA M&A DEALS (2016)
Announced
date

Target company

Target sector

Target
country

Bidder company

Bidder
country

06/09/2016

China Petroleum Capital
Co., Ltd.
Yum China Holdings, Inc.
(95% stake)

Financial services

China

Jinan Diesel Engine Co., Ltd.

China

$11,304

Leisure

China

Yum! Brands, Inc.
(Shareholders)

USA

$10,913

Wuhan Iron and Steel
Company Limited

Industrial products and
services

China

Baoshan Iron & Steel Co. Ltd.

China

$8,719

26/09/2016

22/09/2016

JAPAN
M&A is being led by domestic deal making
(accounting for 84% of transactions) amid
sweeping consolidations as corporate
Japan struggles to improve profitability
while facing the dual challenge of a
stagnant economy and ageing population.
Greater deal activity is likely in 2017 as
unprecedented stimulus helps drive
corporate lending and as the government
continues to support industry mergers.
Japan’s auto industry, for instance,
is expected to get leaner in the years
ahead. In January 2016, Toyota Motors
agreed to acquire the remaining 48.8% it
didn’t already own in Daihatsu Motor for
US$3.3bn. Other mergers are likely as
second-tier and even some of the major
automakers grapple with R&D costs
associated with developing electric cars
and other smart technologies.
Japan’s appetite for outbound acquisitions
remained strong in 2016, with 317 deals
worth US$92.7bn, an increase of 4%
by volume and 6% by value. Softbank’s
US$30.2bn acquisition of UK-based
semiconductor designer ARM contributed
32.6% to total outbound value.
SOUTH KOREA
Poised for another stellar year after
posting deal totals of US$87.3bn (356
deals) in 2015, the highest on record
according to Mergermarket data, 2016
closed far short of expectations. For the
year, year-on-year deal values almost
halved to US$46.8bn (352 deals).
One factor suppressing deals could
be Korea’s recent focus on corporate
restructurings as opposed to aggressive
expansion. This is particularly relevant

in the country’s debt-laden shipping
sector, although the Korean government
has pledged to push corporate
restructuring across all sectors to ensure
that corporates can “survive and find
competitiveness on their own,” according
to Korean Finance Minister Yoo Il-ho.
HONG KONG
Following a year of megadeals, M&A in
Hong Kong posted a marked decline,
closing 2016 with US$27.4bn through 186
deals. This was an 80% decline in value
and 1% decline in volume from 2015,
when several high-profile transactions,
involving a US$40bn stake acquisition
in conglomerate Hutchinson Whampoa
and a US$34.9bn spinoff of the property
business of Cheung Kong (Holdings)
Limited, came to market. Excluding those
transactions from annual totals, 2016 still
lagged 2015 by 53% in deal value.
SECTOR SPOTLIGHT
The industrials & chemicals and TMT
sectors continue to buttress overall deal
figures in North Asia, the two accounting
for almost half of acquisition volumes
and 40% of values. Industrial deal totals
have risen steadily since 2014, from 585
(US$128bn) to 706 deals (US$107bn),
as previously mentioned industry
consolidation sweeps China’s iron and
steel and manufacturing sectors, and
Japan’s overcrowded automotive space.
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totals seem to be settling into more
realistic pricing territory, annual totals for
2016 finished 91% higher by deal value
and 20% higher by deal volume compared
to 2014.
OUTLOOK 2017
Q4 2016 closed what could only be
described as a tumultuous year of volatility
on a mostly positive note. For the quarter,
North Asia M&A totalled US$132.7bn
through 775 deals. While only the third
highest year end since 2013 (2014 ended
its fourth quarter with US$170bn/673
deals and 2015 with US$253bn/835), these
numbers point to undeterred confidence
among acquirers.
China will likely play an influential role
in this story, although megadeals like
the US$45.9bn Syngenta transaction and
other deals in the +US$2bn bracket are
unlikely as the Chinese government takes
steps to regulate capital outflows and
costly outbound deals.
Tech will likely remain one of the
top sectors, particularly for fintech
companies, as corporations search
for the latest advances to raise their
competitiveness. However, M&A fever
could arise in automotives as regional
and international industry leaders
compete for technology related to
vehicle connectivity and high-power
battery products.

Tech M&A, while tied with industrials
as the top sector by deal value, lost
some of its momentum after achieving
blistering growth in 2015. Overall deal
values declined 31% from 2015, ending
at US$109bn compared to US$158bn
the year prior, with volumes likewise
declining from 592 to 523. While tech
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